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Online. 1. Field of the Invention The
present invention generally relates to a
light signal repeater or transmitter, and

more particularly to a miniature light
signal repeater/transmitter that is
suitable for use in a vertical cavity
surface emitting laser (VCSEL). 2.

Description of Related Art Light signal
repeaters, such as light signal

repeaters that are used in wavelength
division multiplexing (WDM) systems,
generally operate on the assumption
that a particular repeater is mounted

at the same location, in the same
direction, and in the same plane, as a
light emitting device to be repetitively

transmitted. Therefore, such light
signal repeaters generally comprise a

waveguide through which the light
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from the light emitting device is
directed. In addition to the light

emitting device, a light signal repeater
generally includes a prism, one or

more lenses, a reflector, and a
reflector. In the case of a single mode

light signal repeater, that portion of the
light that travels straight through the

waveguide is reflected off the reflector
and then transmitted back through the
waveguide through the prism or lens,
as if the waveguide were a mirror. In
the case of a multimode light signal

repeater, that portion of the light that
travels straight through the waveguide
is reflected off the reflector and is split
into that portion that travels straight

through the waveguide and that
portion that travels out of the

waveguide. However, such a typical
light signal repeater is a discrete
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component that is generally unsuitable
for 6d1f23a050
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